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There are few things we love more at Cinders than a good
musical. We believe that musicals are the perfect marriage of
all of our favourite things: music, art, theatre and song.
Musicals are in the business of voicing, celebrating what
happens on the inside, and expressing it as music.

WE OFTEN spent our childhood days
wishing that everyone would just say how
they felt by singing, rather than making
everyone guess what was on their minds.
Musicals have always spoken to me, ever
since I fell in love with my first viewing of
The Wizard of Oz - although I had no idea
at the �me that what I loved were musicals.
I didn’t know that what I loved was a genre.
I can s�ll remember watching my first
musical on stage - in a local hall - by local
children. I thought it was magic. Here were

people ac�ng, singing, storytelling, all
together. It was transpor�ve. And so began
a lifelong love. I’ve performed in musicals,
I’ve seen musicals on the West End, I’ve
belted broadway numbers in my car, I’ve
watched them on television and I’ve seen
musicals on my local stage and I’ve loved it
all. So here I’ve tried to narrow down some
of my absolute favourites that I think are at
least worth ge�ng the soundtrack - and
who knows, you may fall in love with them
too.
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LES MISERABLES
WHO’D HAVE thunk that books make such
incredible musicals? Les Miserables is the
gold standard when it comes to musicals.
The tragic and triumphant story of Jean
Valjean, prisoner 24601, is remarkably
empowering for a story that has gri�ers,
criminals on the run from the law,
forgiveness, vende�as, unrequited love,
pros�tu�on and revolu�on. The music is
the kind that embeds itself inside of the
audience and s�ll gives me goosebumps to
this day. Whenever I listen to ‘One Day
More’ my hair stands on end and
some�mes my eyes prick with tears. The
music of Les Mis lends the story power and

it is in the tragedies that we find the most
affec�ng numbers. From Fan�ne’s sad story
in ‘I dreamed a dream’ to Eponine’s hear�elt
‘On my Own’ there are emo�ons that
connect with the audience in a way that
allow everyone in the world to empathize
with these girls in a way that would be
much more difficult if we were just hearing
their story spoken. ‘Bring him home’ has the
ability to make people cry in their seats,
despite knowing that they are witnessing a
stage produc�on with actors. The magical
ability for music to make us feel heightened
emo�ons again and again is clearer no
where more than in produc�ons of Les Mis.
If you fall in love with Les Mis then don’t
miss out on Miss Saigon - which is equally
tragic and beau�ful.

HAMILTON
What some are calling the spiritual
successor to Les Mis there is no doubt that
Hamilton is a force of nature. If you haven’t
listened to the soundtrack yet, you
absolutely should. In the words of genius
creator Lin Manuel Miranda ‘I decided to
write a musical about someone that I think
embodies hip-hop, first Treasury Secretary
of State, Alexander Hamilton’ Taking a story
that takes in the history behind the
founda�on of America, Hamilton was a
groundbreaking force in both the diversity of
its cas�ng and in the vibrancy of the music
and soundtrack. The soundtrack. Which is an
incredible achievement both melodically and
lyrically. The story is rich and profound, full
of home truths about an iconic and flawed

individual in the founda�on of the American
state. Both in its execu�on and its story it
champions immigrants and minori�es,
shining a light on amazing figures like
Angelica Schuyler, the Marquis de Lafaye�e
and of course, Hamilton himself. How can
you step away from lyrics like: ‘I’m past
pa�ently wai�n’ I’m passionately smashin’
every expecta�on, every ac�on is an act of
crea�on. I’m running in the face of casual�es
and sorrow, for the first �me I’m thinking
past tomorrow!’ Their stories are delivered
at mile a minute pace and with sincerity and
joy. The music is magne�c and I’ve found
myself singing along to it at full volume as I
drive down the road. Hamilton is inspiring,
empowering and en�rely upli�ing. You’ll be
shou�ng it too ‘I am not throwing away my
shot!’
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PHANTOM
OF THE
OPERA
There’s nothing like a true gothic romance to
bring the drama. And nothing says true gothic like
Phantom. Based on the very popular novel of the
1870s (it was the Twilight of its day) the musical
takes everything that is dark and desperate about
life as an outcast in an opera house and brings the
gothic horror story to its full frui�on. How can
you not fall in love with the Phantom (who may
be murderous and have problema�c stalker

SPRING AWAKENING
This isn’t your tradi�onal wholesome
musical - but it’s definitely one of the best.
Spring Awakening is set in 19th century
Germany and tells the story of teenagers
discovering their sexuality through a
tumultuous rock score. It’s a story that races
through the past concerns of puberty for
teenagers and the power that their own
sexuality has over each other. We highly
recommend the original soundtrack with a
young Jonathan Groff and Lea Michele, with
its rock alt sound. There are secrets kept
from these teenagers is expressed in the

WICKED
tendencies but just listen to that voice....)? Or
want to live in the dark romance filled world of
the Parisian Opera house where danger is just
around every corner? Where dashing heroes race
to the rescue and divas prowl the halls? How
o�en do you get a chance to embrace the wonder
that is a drama�c organ? Phantom is old school
but to my reckoning, s�ll the best of Andrew
Lloyd Webber’s musicals.

vicious soundtrack in a way that is
representa�ve of the frustra�on and anxiety
of teen years. It’s a story that doesn’t flinch
away from horrors and pain in life but is truly
moving because it has them there. It doesn’t
shy away from tough subjects and can be
frighteningly honest at �mes. Songs like
‘The Bitch of Living’, ‘Mamma, who bore
me?’ And ‘Totally Fucked’ power though the
harsh bi�er world and take the audience by
storm. Spring Awakening is not for the faint
of heart but it will fill you up with fire. The
story emphasizes the power and danger of
conserva�sm and the hope for the future
with openness and honesty.

Wicked was the musical of my teen genera�on. ‘The
untold story of the witches of Oz’ took the book by
Gregory Maguire and brought it a step further,
telling us the story of Elphaba - the greenified
Wicked Witch of the West - with compassion and
joy. Despite the rela�onships with men and her
eventual downfall, the main focus of the story is the
friendship between Glinda and Elphaba. The
produc�on is filled with soaring numbers like ‘The
Wizard and I’; ‘For Good’ and of course, the spine
�ngling, ‘Defying Gravity’ which has been the
anthem for every musically inclined person I know.

RENT
And of course we can’t have our Seasons of
Love issue without including the musical that
inspired its �tle. Anyone who loves musicals
inevitably loves Rent. Almost 25 years old and
s�ll one of my absolute favourite musicals of all
�me. Every song in Rent is hear�elt and moving
and raw. The power that blazes across the stage
and takes you back to the 1980s amid the fear
of the future and the joy of living. Rent takes

Wicked is the first musical that I remember ac�vely
seeking out the soundtrack to before I had even
seen the stage produc�on. I heard the songs from
my local drama group, even performed ‘What is this
Feeling?’ For a winter concert, but I had never seen
the show. I remember wishing and dreaming that a
movie might be made of the film, just so I might
experience the show. Wicked was a pipe dream for
me. Long a�er I finally got the soundtrack, there
were s�ll gaps in my knowledge - things I didn’t
know about the story, things I desperately wanted to
know. When I finally saw the show, it was like
mee�ng a beloved pen pal in person. I knew it so
well, but it was s�ll exci�ng and new, going on
adventures with Glinda and Elphaba.

melancholy and makes it beau�ful and jus�fied.
From the heart-stopping Seasons of Love to
gorgeous anthems like Without You, Rent takes
complex stories of ar�sts of the 80s who are
stuck in the middle of the AIDS epidemic and it
elevates it a story of art and joy and triumph
despite everything in their lives being uncertain
and up in the air. Rent makes value in art and joy
and living, asking ‘how do you measure a year?’.
That’s what I try to ask myself when I’m trying
to line up my pile of good things in life.
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We spoke to production company
Shipwrecked Comedy (Sinead Persaud,
Sarah Grace Hart, Mary Kate Wiles
and Sean Persaud about historical
humour, literary greats and their
upcoming series, American Whoopee.
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songs.
4. What was your favourite part about
producing Heart Swell?

We spoke to up and coming Galway band Dott about their new
album heart Sweell, their musical influences and their place in the
Irish music industry.

. How did Do� form? What was your
origin story?
Do� started in 2012 just a�er I (Anna)
returned from a Round the World Trip.
Before this trip I had been playing in punk
rock bands but suddenly I found myself
wri�ng these summery pop songs. I came
back from the trip with the idea for the band
and recruited some friends. We put on our
first gig in the Galway Arts Centre in January
2012 which sold out before the first band
played. Laura (bass) has been in Do� since
day one but we had a few line-up changes on
guitar and drums un�l we se�led a year or
two later with my (now) husband Evan on
guitar and Laura’s brother Donal on drums.
2. What kind of ar�sts and music
influences you?
I’m the songwriter of the band but everyone
else s�ll bring their own elements to the
shape and sound of each song. We all listen

to quite a diverse range of music, but
personally I’m really influenced by The
Breeders and PJ Harvey. They’re my most
long-standing consistent influences, but
recently I listen to a lot of Beverly, Angel
Olsen, La Luz, True Widow,
3. Was there any par�cular influence on
Heart Swell?
Heart Swell was a collec�on of songs wri�en
over the two years before we recorded the
album. In that space of �me I got married (to
Evan, Do� guitarist), moved to Toronto for a
year and moved home again. These were all
big life decisions that completely influenced
my wri�ng. Also, when I got home from
Toronto, I realised I had really missed the sea
and ended up ge�ng really into surfing. And
lastly, in those years we had the legalisa�on
of same sex marriage and the lead up to the
reproduc�ve rights referendum. These were
my main influences for the album which I
think comes across pre�y clearly in the

My favourite was when I booked a co�age
looking over the sea for a week in West Clare
where I concentrated on wri�ng new songs
for the album. I spent the days reading,
surfing and wandering the fields and cliffs
around the co�age and then spent the
evening working on songs. This is where a
bunch of songs on the album came from. The
co�age used to be a residen�al home for
priests and nuns back in the 70’s and the
décor has not changed a bit since. The walls
were adorned with photos of the old priests
and there was religious memorabilia
everywhere (including mass on vinyl records).
It was such a funny li�le co�age which has
sadly been sold since so I’m glad I got to
spend some �me there.

“

My favourite was
when I booked a
cottage looking over
the sea for a week in
West Clare where I
concentrated on
writing new songs for
the album.

5. How does the album reflect your sound
as ar�sts?
I think this album shows the influence of the
diverse styles of music we’re all into in the
band. There’s some sugary sweet songs, and
some gri�y abrasive stuff in there too which
is a total reflec�on of what I like to listen to
anyway. At the end of the day, I want our
songs to be catchy pop songs, but I love wall
of fuzzy guitars that those melodies sit on
top of.
6.Where can people find you over the next
few months?
Our next big gig will be at Other Voices
Ballina at the end of September and then
we’re off to the UK in October. Keep an eye
on our facebook and Instagram for other
updates though!
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Itʼs getting to that time of year, leaves changing; winds cooling;
hot chocolate boiling in the evenings - and for us at Cinders itʼs
the perfect time to settle down with a new book. So here weʼve
got a special treat for you - our autumn book preview. Méabh
McDonnell gives us a run down of all of the books sheʼs looking
forward to over the next few months!
If autumn is your favourite �me of year raise your hand! It’s ours too! We absolutely adore
curling up in our armchairs, listening to some great music and wrapping ourselves in a
blanket, ready to read some great new books. There are some incredible authors both new
and seasoned that will be the perfect cosy armchair companions for your perfect
September evening. So se�le in, and in the words of Rainbow Rowell, ‘Calooh! Callay!’.

GIRLS RESIST
GIRLS RESIST BY Kaelyn Lynchis the
guide book we all needed as teenagers and perhaps s�ll need in our lives.
Released by Quirk Books Girls Resist is a
guide for every ac�vist girl out there. It
would be the perfect gi� for any girl,
de�ly explaining terms like privilege and
the glass ceiling and micro aggressions at
the beginning of each chapter and also
giving a clear idea on how to combat
those through ac�vism at the close. It is
a book that doesn’t talk down to the
reader instead treats them as an equal

and takes their hand to try and help build
a be�er world together. It’s also an
extremely entertaining read, with
contribu�ons from the author including
her own experiences and her ac�vism
�ps. It’s accompanied by some lovely
illustra�ons that really set the tone for
the book, making it an object that you
would want to have around your house
as well as read. No other publisher
opera�ng right now seems to
understand the delight of beau�ful
packaging quite like Quirk books. And
long may they last. So says Girls Resist
and so say I.
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THE MUSE OF
NIGHTMARES
I CANNOT fully express just how much
I have been looking forward to reading
the Muse of Nightmares by Laini Taylor.
Along with being a massive Laini Taylor
fan, I’ve been desperately dying to read
Muse of Nightmares since about the
minute I finished its predecessor
Strange the Dreamer in 2016. It has the
(dubious) honour of being one of the
first books we featured in Cinders, I
raved about it then and I’ll rave about it
now. Strange the Dreamer created a
beau�fully lush and detailed fantasy
world in the way that only Laini Taylor
can - with true originality and
inspira�on. And a�er reading the
conclusion, Muse of Nightmares, I’ve
come to a realisa�on: Laini Taylor
doesn’t write books, she weaves
tapestries. Tapestries filled with stories
upon stories, details that are so
delicious you want to eat them whole.
She weaves treasured items and should
be lauded as one of the best fantasists
working today because to my mind,
she’s
incomparable.
Muse
of

CATHEDRAL OF
MYTH AND BONE
If you haven't read Kat Howard's Roses
and Rot yet you are missing out. Especially
if dark, dri�ing, fantasy is your thing. Her
stories are never saccharine and always
pack a punch. That's why we were
overjoyed with A Cathedral of Myth and
Bone, a series of short stories dealing with
the weird and wonderful in the most
magical way. With stories dealing with
enchantment, joy and magic that you
never have seen before. In these stories,

Nightmares takes us to a new state of living
literally. Sarai - having fallen to her death at the
close of Strange the Dreamer, now must live
with a new reality, that of being a ghost and
being under her foster sister - and fellow
godspawn’s - Minya’s total control. She and
Lazlo have to tread carefully and treat their
budding romance with cau�on. Lazlo has to
deal with his own discovery of power over the
godsmetal citadel that has haunted the city of
Weep and figure out what it means to finally
have answers about where he came from.
Most authors would struggle with tying up the
loose ends of a story like this but Laini Taylor is
not most authors. She deals with all of the
stories, from the godspawn in the citadel, to the
ci�zens of Weep with care and passion. Her
characterisa�on is sympathe�c and nuanced,
there isn’t a single one dimensional player to be
found. The only ques�on over the story is
whether perhaps the eventual antagonist ought
to have been introduced in Strange the
Dreamer? However Taylor weaves them into
the story de�ly in Muse of Nightmares and I
was just le� wishing I could have more �me
with them. Laini Taylor has gi�ed the fantasy
world with another gem of a series and I for one
could not be more grateful. These will be stories
you’ll want and need to read again and again.

equally as beguiling and spellbinding as
her novels, Howard expands into the
enchanted territory of myths and saints,
as well as an Arthurian novella set upon a
college campus, “Once, Future,” which
retells the story of King Arthur—through
the women’s eyes. Cap�va�ng and
engrossing, and adorned in gorgeous
prose, Kat Howard’s stories are a fresh
and stylish take on fantasy. It is beau�ful
and will keep you hooked for every
minute, every moment that you are
reading. The best stories will take you
beyond this world and right into the next.
Enjoy every single second.
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OUTRUN THE WIND
DO YOU like myths? Fantasy? Ancient
Greeks? Love stories? Then Outrun the
Wind by Elizabeth Tammi is the book for
you. Taking us on a breakneck tour of some
of the most famous Greek gods and their
domain Outrun the Wind tells the story of
two girls who find themselves in debt to
two of the most ruthless of the Greek gods
- Artemis and Apollo. Kahina is expected to
do nothing but serve the goddess Artemis and never fall in love. However the minute
she uses her power to help save legendary
warrior Atalanta, she knows she is well on
her way to breaking both of those
rules.When Atalanta is threatened with a
marriage she doesn’t want she and Kahina
come up with a plan that will allow her to
fight for her own hand. If you’ve read the
myth of Atalanta, then you will know she
races her suitors and announces that only
the man who beats her will win. Outrun the
Wind takes a different direc�on from the
myth - where Hippomenes is a much more
dangerous figure than he is portrayed in
the original story. The girls are given the
love story instead and Outrun the Wind is

much more compelling for it. Sailing
through the centre point of most Greek
myths, author Elizabeth Tammi makes the
story feel right at home. She captures the
pe�ness and power of the gods and the
helplessness of the mortals in their service
to them. This is true of both Atalanta and
Kahina, whom the narra�ve alternates
between. Atalanta is a fearsome fighter
whose speed makes her a valuable warrior.
Kahina is a priestess of the goddess
Artemis, who rescued her from service as
an oracle in Apollo’s city of Delphi. If Greek
literature is your thing, then you’ll enjoy
the cameos that areas and people of
significance in Greek mythology show up
throughout the story.
The romance
between Kahina and Atalanta is swoonworthy, its need for secrecy placing extra
tension and pressure on the girls. There is
a chemistry between them that makes you
wish as a reader, that the pair were brought
together sooner, rather than drawing out
their �me apart.That being said, Outrun
the Wind is a swi� and exci�ngly paced
retelling, just like its main characters,
Atalanta and Kahina, I can see many
readers shipping them and their passion
filled love story.

STRANGE GRACE
IT'S THE SEASON of the witch in pop
culture land! What with the Sky1 release
of A Discovery of Witches coming this
month and The Chilling Adventures of
Sabrina adapta�on headed for screens in
October we can't escape our magical
sisters! And we have a brand new chilling
book to add to the roster for our book
preview! Strange Grace by Tesssa Gra�on
is appropriately chilling; has more than one
witch; and asks a lot of great ques�ons
about gender fluididty and polyamorous
rela�onships. What more could you be
looking for in a perfect autumnal read? The

story follows best friends Mairwen, Rhun
and Arthur who live in the mysterious
town of Three Graces. In the town of
Three Graces there once was a witch who
was said to fall in love with the devil, who
stole her heart. And so, ever since when
the Slaughter Moon rises, to ensure the
town's prosperity a young man must be
sacrificed to the wood. But this �me, the
moon has risen early and the three friends,
witch, saint and secret holder will have to
find a way to appease the devil. Wri�en by
magical wonder Tessa Gra�on, don't
forget to check out her King Lear re-telling
The Queens of Innis Lear - a�er you've
fallen in love with Strange Grace of course!

THE DISTANCE
BETWEEN ME AND
THE CHERRY TREE
The Distance Between Me and The
Cherry Tree by Paola Pere� is a story told
with such honesty and ma�er of fact
bravery that it will s�ck with you long
a�er you leave its pages. It tells the story
of 9 year old Mafalda, who is slowly losing
her sight due to a gene�c disorder known
as Stargadt Disease which causes
progressive vision loss, and eventually
blindness. t is a disease the author Paola
Pere� shares, a�er discovering she
possesses it fi�een years ago. Mafalda’s
world is defined by her slowly
disintegra�ng sight, the way her family
treats her, the things she is allowed to do
- and not supposed to do. Her best friend
is her cat and she confides in the main
character of her favourite book about her
fears and worries. It is telling that she
admires and loves a character who goes
on grand adventures and has freedom to
do what he wants.
Mafalda’s frank
sincerity is a stand out feature of the

FASHION VICTIM
FASHION VICTIM by Amina Ahktar is like
fashion itself, cut throat, vicious and
murderous... Because that’s exactly what
working in the fashion industry is like.
Anya St Clair is a girl with a mission. She
has worked incredibly hard throughout
her career to make it to the top. To work at
exclusive fashion magazine La Vie, she has
to be at the top of her game all of the �me.
And she is - but whenever she looks at her
life, she feels like something is missing.
Something that her fabulous colleague
Sarah has to be precise - the perfect look,
perfect job, and the perfect clothes. The

novel. She measures her sight from how
many steps she can see herself in the
mirror and thinks o�en about the things
she can s�ll see and worries about the
day she will not be able to see them
anymore. She has to discover the things
that will bring her joy and will give her
power without her sight. The book
becomes an even more powerful
statement when you realise the words
that Mafalda is speaking are likely
thoughts that Pere� has had herself.
Mafalda’s voice is that of a child, so she
can examine her world and how her
disease affects her through a more
innocent perspec�ve than that of an
adult.Her story is a perspec�ve that isn’t
usually one given to young readers and
they will be all the be�er for it. Because of
the voice of the story, Mafalda’s tale may
appeal more to younger readers, but
personally, I spent a beau�ful lyrical
a�ernoon in her company and would
hear�ly recommend it to lovers of novels
such as Anne of Green Gables and Li�le
Women. Those wonderful stories of
strong girls who are determined to tell
their stories and share them with the
world, just like Mafalda.

perfect everything. But when Anya has to
go up against her for a promo�on, things
venture from being compe��ve to violent
and Anya has a whole lot of bigger
problems on her mind. Fashion vic�m is a
hilariously fun story that looks at when
fashion goes too far. When s�lle�os are
more than shoes and cu�ng edge
becomes dangerous. It’s all the be�er
when you take into account that Amina
Akhtar has worked for fashion houses like
Vogue, Marie Claire and countless other
fashion magazines and publica�ons. This
is someone with insider informa�on. And
that makes her imaginary venture into
that world so much be�er. You’ll love
every minute of it.
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Sign Language
for beginners
This month we are continuing our regular feature, learning Irish Sign
language with Aisling OʼHalloran. We continue this education by
learning further phrases that we associate with food and cooking. Be
aware that this is just a basic introduction to a vibrant language. If you
would like to find out more about ISL log on to www.irishdeafsociety.ie.
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Beauty

Clothing
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By Melissa Eilers

IT WAS SUMMERTIME when when he first
took my hand in his.
With the waking of the birds, he declared to
me of his heart, and to him I gave a
declara�on of mine through the ripples of
the bu�erfly’s wings.
He was the flower enchan�ng me his way. I
was the bee, a�racted to his nectar to which
I collected and churned into honey. Our
sweet elixir of love. He grew taller, and we
would grow together. I took a breath, and we
would breathe as one. Both of us basking in
the rays of the sun cascading down upon us.
Time moved forward and the sun began to
fade and wither. The days were stained with
a haze of auburn. The leaves in the trees
were no longer crisp and full of green. They
transformed. Painted yellow, orange, and
brown. S�ll beau�ful, although delicate..
One by one they were losing the hold of their
branches. Dri�ing down towards the earth.
He offered me his jacket to protect me from
the night. It was just enough. I had nothing to
offer in return and shield him from the
autumn breeze, aside from the devo�on

from my being to his. It was just enough.
Together we sat upon our hilltop and
watched the sun set behind the curve of the
earth. Together, we waited and watched as
the sun soon did rise again with the morning.
Even as the fog inched closer over the
horizon, the sun s�ll did rise. The warmth
that once was full and boun�ful, was faint
and flee�ng. The ground that once was lush
was barren and covered in trodden ice and
snow.
When the fog finally reached our hilltop,
blackness surrounded us. The air was laced
with a bi�er cold and a lashing thunder that
could not be escaped. We stripped ourselves
naked and intertwined as one. He cocooned
his body around mine. I lay swaddled in his
arms. The snow con�nued to fall over his
bare and exposed shoulders, but there we
stayed. His spine froze into ice, but there we
stayed. The bea�ng of his heart slowed to an
inaudible sound, but there we stayed.
A blazing inferno swelled inside of our union.
“This is more than enough”, he said before
we eventually were lulled to rest.

When I awoke there was only the sound
of the so� pa�er of rain. Droplets falling
and sinking into the earth. I uncurled
myself from our graces and crawled out
into the dampness. Cleansed by the scent
of fresh dew and of crisp blades of grass
�ckling my finger�ps. S�ll crouched down
inside of myself, I opened my eyes and saw
that the snow had melted out of existence.
“We are free”, I said.
He did not answer. He just lay mo�onless,
s�ll molded to the contours of our hovel.
At his feet, I wept. Unable to count my
tears against the rain that poured. All I
could do was lay beside him. Become

witness to his flesh that tore away from
his body and seeped into the soil, cas�ng
roots down from where we lay.
The clouds began to clear and the cold
began to break, and I could hear the
rebirthing melody of the rainbow piano
playing.
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Quotes to make you
love your talent and yourself

